The paper represents the optimization of RNA secondary structure prediction in RNA molecule by using the genetic algorithm based on binary crossover operators. Using the selection function STDS keep best reproduction for RNA prediction. Take the number of individual RNA sequence sets from the Rfam family database and calculate the lowest freeenergy in the individual RNA sequence sets. Apply the fitness function for optimize the lowest free-energy in the each individual sequence sets. Which one individual sequence set have the lowest free-energy that individual sequence set will be predict the best optimizer secondary structure in the RNA individual sequence and used the RNA fold algorithm for calculating the free-energy in the RNA molecules.
INTRODUCTION
The role of RNA is suffered a foremost in the past few years. The most folding algorithm like as dynamic programming methodology the unusual of RNA structure prediction as a global optimization problem. The goal of the global optimization to find out the lowest free-energy from the RNA secondary structure and which one structure having lowest minimum free-energy producing best stable secondary structure among them. In the biological cell, the biomolecules are not in a conformation that has the lowest energy and they occupy a number of conformations that are at thermal equilibrium with each other.
In bioinformatics field the current epoch of genetic algorithm plays a vigorous role for the enlargement and improvement in prediction of RNA secondary structure. Generally the genetic algorithm is an optimization technique and its simple goal is to find out the best optimum results in given problems. In biological sequences the improved genetic algorithm assessed more true positive stem loops and base pairs than viable with dynamic programming algorithm [1] .
In this paper we apply the genetic algorithm on the large amount of RNA sequences. In our experiment the various results find out and these results are discussed later in this paper. In second section we explained the genetic algorithm involved in our experiment along with that its involvement in our experiment in this section we also explained the RNA secondary structure prediction. In third section we explained the methodology involved in our experiment which explain how we demeanour our experiment. In fourth section we explained the final result that comes out from the implementation of genetic algorithm over RNA sequences. Finally we conclude this paper at our last section in conclusion.
RNA SECONDARY STRUCTURE PREDICTION BASED ON GENETIC ALGORITHM
Genetic algorithm is based on the search optimization algorithm in era of bioinformatics which is use idea of natural genetics and the populations of individual's solutions are randomly started. The genetic algorithm provides the two types of characteristics maximization and minimization. The search optimization algorithm each individual is verified for its knack to solve the problem and the process passages to next generation. The use of genetic algorithm in the era of bioinformatics to find the set of low energy structures in the RNA molecule [5] . Chromes are the solution of problem in each individual of the population. In this genetic algorithm we use the selection function, crossover operators and mutation function for their assessment.
RNA Secondary Structure prediction
In the biological sequences, the ribonucleic acid (RNA) is a naturally generous of molecule. RNA molecule consists of an overlong chain of nucleotide units. In RNA sequences every nucleotide consists of a nitrogenous base, a ribose sugar and a phosphate [2] . RNA is very similar to DNA in biological sequences but different of between some significant structural specifics. The structure of biological cell, the RNA is ordinarily single-stranded and the DNA is ordinarily double-stranded. In biological molecule RNA nucleotides contain ribose however DNA contains deoxyiboses [3] . An RNA molecule represents a long chain of monomers called nucleotide and the building blocks of RNA are four types of nucleotides: Adenine (A), Cytosine (C), Guanine (G) and Uracil (U). The scaffold of the tertiary structure is determined by the secondary structure.
Fig 1 RNA stacking region and loop elements
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The structure of RNA is usually described as a word over the alphabets A, C, G and U. In RNA structure A-U and C-G are the two groups of complementary bases from stable base pairs and these stable structure are known as the Watson-crick base pair. In this stable structure the base pair, C-G is more stable than A-U base pair [3, 4] . According to the thermodynamics prototypes that explained the fact the three hydrogen bonds in the G-C base pair, two hydrogen bonds in the A-U base pair and the wobble pair G-U has the weaker bonding than the A-U pair in the RNA molecule. In figure-1 the most common loop motifs are hairpin loops, bulges and internal loops. The RNA secondary structure finding from the RNA sequences can be classified as a global optimization problem and there are many different algorithms that try to solve it starting from the RNA sequence [9, 10] .
Representation of Genetic Algorithm
The genetic algorithms are one of the best ways to solve an optimization problem for which miniature is recognized. In any search space these algorithms can do work. A genetic algorithm will be able to generate an extraordinary superiority justification and use the principles of selection and evolution to produce some clarifications to a given problem. 
Genetic Algorithm Crossover Operators
The genetic crossover operators are legitimately and stress-free to implement. In genetic algorithm many types of the crossover operators like as scattered, single point, two point, intermediate, heuristic and custom etc. In single point operator chooses a casual integer n between 1 and number of variables, and then selects the vector items numbered less than or equal to n from the first parent, selects genes numbered greater than n from the second parent, and concatenates these entries to form the child [10] .The two point crossover method selects two spontaneous integers' m and n among 1 among number of variables. The method preferences the genes numbered less than or equal to m from the first parent and takes genes numbered from m+1 to n from the second parent, and also takes the genes numbered greater than n from the first parent. The method then concatenates these genes to form a single gene [9] .
PROPOSED ALGORITHM
The genetic algorithm is produces an array of random numbers that is known as the initial population. In this generated array, each row is signifying of one set of values for the variables. All rows are goes to as individuals in this method. All variable is denoted in this method, the all individual by a set of genes and these genes set is known as a chromosome. These chromosome having many genes but we can say that each variable is ultimately only one number. In a chromosome when all genes are combined into a single value known as phenotype. Therefore the initial population is prompted and then after each individual must be compact to its phenotype form and then after this process this form is served through a fitness function which assigns a fitness value to each individual based on characteristics of its own chromosomes. A fitness function is in genetic algorithm, it is a type of objective function and to propose the optimality of a solution.
In this genetic algorithm have mainly three parameters: First is population size, second is crossover probability (P c ) and last is mutation probability (P m ). The proposed algorithm used the minimization property of genetic algorithm. The proposed method takes RNA sequence from Rfam family database into the fasta format and the sequence accession number is R00002 (5.8S ribosomal RNA) and then encoded into integer format (A=1, C=2, G=3, U=4). First apply the binary crossover operators then after mutation is applied on the RNA sequences.
The used of fitness function in proposed method for decoding, integer to RNA alphabet (1=A, 2=C, G=3, G=4) and calculate the free-energy. Which sequence set has minimum free-energy that predicts the best optimize RNA secondary structure among the all RNA sequence sets. The following given the sequence is a type of sequence set. The sequence sets are taking (seq1 to seq20) and seq1 shows the example of sequence set which used in proposed algorithm.
In proposed algorithm choose the crossover probability P c = 0.9, mutation probability is P m = 0.8 and elite count is 1 and one point crossover operator. The work for predicting the secondary structure, using the 20 population sizes; generation count is 700, and taking 20 numbers of variables per individual sequences. The proposed method takes the sequences (seq1…..seq20) represent the set of variables and also take the 20 number of variables per individual sequence sets or variables. In the algorithm used the RNA fold method for calculating the freeenergy in the RNA molecules. In table 1 show the all parameter which are used in the method. After these operations choose the minimum free-energy in the RNA molecules, and which one RNA molecule has a lowest minimum free-energy that will optimize the best secondary structure with having the highest fitness.
In previous section already discussed the genetic algorithm and RNA secondary structure. The experiment that has been conducted are implemented in MATLAB 7.11.0.584(R2010b), Intel core i3, 3 GB RAM, 32 bit window 7 operating system. After this operation of research the result has been shown in the next section.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
In the experimental work show that the best optimized RNA secondary structure prediction among the individual RNA sequences or sequence sets. This optimized result prediction on the basis of minimum free-energy in RNA molecules. Table-2 shows the experimental results.
In this experiment, objective function value (fval) is -9.900 and number of function evaluation (funcount) is 1060, minimum score is (-9.9000) and maximum score is -6.2000. On the basis of this objective function is produces minimum free energy (-9.900 kcal/mol). The Figure-2 shows the best optimization RNA secondary structure with minimum free energy (-9.9000 kcal/mol) among the all individual or among the 20 population size and 200 generation count. The Figure-2 also describe the best optimize RNA secondary structure in the form of dot bracket notation among all individual RNA sequence sets. The Figure-3 shows the best fitness (-9.9), which has minimum freeenergy and mean fitness (-9.1) among the 200 generations and also represents the fitness value of 200 generation in RNA molecule. This figure shows the best optimizer for RNA secondary structure prediction among the generations and fitness values. Figure 4 describe the average distance 0f 200 generation which produce the average distance between individuals of RNA sequences. It is used for calculating distance of each individual. Figure 5 describe the current best individual of 20 variables of RNA molecules and each variable represent the personal best fitness value. Figure 6 described the score diversity histogram of number of 20 number of individuals which represent between -9
to -8 on the x-axis. .
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work describe the overview of RNA secondary structure prediction based on the genetic algorithm and using the various genetic algorithm crossover operators. In this experiment find out the best optimize RNA secondary structure among all individual RNA sequence sets.
The genetic algorithm to optimize the best RNA secondary structure prediction among the individual RNA sequences on basis of minimum free energy, this minimum free energy is (-9.7000 kcal/mol) and the optimize RNA secondary structure is shown in the figure-2 in the dot bracket notation. Among all individuals sequences only any one individual sequence set which having the lowest minimum free energy that individual sequence having a highest-fitness and that optimize the best RNA secondary structure. In figure-3 shows the best fitness between generations and fitness values. So we find the best optimize results of our problems with the help of genetic algorithm and the help of its representations and crossover operators.
In future work using the all type of crossover operators. The others crossover operators like as Mapped Crossover (PMX), Order Crossover (OX), and Cycle Crossover (CX) are applied on the RNA sequences and find out the minimum free energy per an individual sequence. At last we compare the all type of crossover methods and find out the, which one crossover techniques will give the best optimum results for RNA secondary structure prediction. Iteration 100
Best-fitness -9.9
Mean-fitness -9.1
Exit flag 1 
